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Conditional sentence&nbsp;is also known as conditional clauses or if clauses. Conditional sentence are used to speculate about what
could happen, what might have happened, and what we wish would happen. A conditional sentence tells the â€œconditionsâ€• in which
something happens. It shows a possible cause and effect situation in the form of an â€œifâ€¦thenâ€• statementâ€”in fact, every conditional
sentence has a clause beginning with â€œif.â€• Conditional sentences let us express things that might or could have happened, could still
happen, we wish could happen, or always happen in specific circumstances. There are three types of conditional sentences :1.
Conditional sentense type 1&nbsp;The first conditional shares the result of situation in the future that we think is pretty likely to
happen. The main clause will use a modal, like would, should, could, will, may, might, or can. Form: if clause + simple present, future
tense (will) Example: If you help me, I will help you. If I win the lottery, I will buy a new car. If it snows tomorrow, we will go skiing.
2.Conditional sentence type 2The second conditional shows possible outcomes that could occur in the present or future, if specific
conditions exist. To put it simply, second conditionals reflect ideas of â€œif you did this, this can happen.â€• BUT, the â€œdidâ€• hasnâ€™t ac
happened yet, itâ€™s just possible. Form: if clause + simple past, conditional I( would + infinitive) Example: If you knew her, you would
agree with me. If I won the lottery, I would buy a new car. If it snowed tomorrow, we would go skiing. 3.Conditional sentence type
3The third conditional lets us contemplate what could have happened if things went differently in the past. It lets us reflect upon things
in the way of â€œif this had happened, this could have happened.â€• Form: if + past perfect, Conditional II ( would + have + past participle)
Example: if clause > past perfect tense : main clause > would have If you had helped me, I would have helped you. If I had won
the lottery, I would have bought a new car. If it had snowed yesterday, we would have gone skiing. To make it easier for you, you can
see this video below!

In this task we need to know hoï»¿w well you understand conditional sentences by doing the exercise in the document bellow.Please
take a look and read carefully at "Process" menu to know how to do this taskï»¿!

First, read the explanation about conditional sentence in the instruction menu.Second, if you still fee confuse and need more
explanation you can click the Youtube Link (at the bottom of the introduction page) to watch the detailed explanantion about
conditional sentence and please pay attention while you watch the video!Last, after you watch the video, you can go to the task menu
to answer the question.

This evaluation shows how the teachers give a score to the students task.Here the rubic below for the students who has done the
task.
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Define conditional senteneï»¿: the definition of conditional sentence is a sentence type that expresses a conditional and the outcome
of condition.in summary, a conditional sentence:usually begins with "if"includes a dependent and independent clausecomes in
different forms including first, second, and thirdTypeFunctionExamplefirst conditionalStates the result of a possible future event
occurringIf you get some sleep, you will feel better.second conditionalStates the result of an unlikely event occurring or an untruth
being trueIf you become an insomniac,&nbsp;you would understand.(unlikely event occurring)if you were an insomniac, you would
understand.(untruth being true)third conditionalStates how the situation would be different with a different pastIf you had slept last
night, you would have beaten your record.

As a modern teacher, we need to be creative in order the students interested to learn. this webquest help the teachers teach the
students creatively. this is the way you can choose to be creative teacher. create a content as interesting as possible for your
students.
Standards
To all 12 grade studnets of senior high school, this curriculum has been completed at all. This curriculum already appropriate in
learning English Grammar.
Credits
I would like to say thankyou to to my beloved lecturer of Computer Assisted Language Learning, Mrs Tiarma Ika Yuliana, S.S.,
M.Hum. who tought me and gave me this assignmnt to creat my first content in webquest, so i can apply it well. i hope it will be useful
for me when i become a teacher.
Other
Never stop teaching. If you stop teaching, someone will lost the most important thing (knowlegde)

